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(to 35 student Priests from CATHOLIC UNIVERSI- of the TEN TCES of the IMAGE being TEN 
DIVISIONS of the NATIONS‘when Christ comes, 
and the Stone cut out without hands hits 
the NATIONS! And 1914 developments in 
Europe were but a “Prelude” to a Kghty 
Battle in the “EUPHRATES VALLEY” - ac
cording to DANIELLS in 1916: "We...are 
facing'THE END OF THE WORLD!" LETTER- - 
AoG.DAMm S TO W.C .WHITE,Feb.22,1916.

ARMAGEDDON 
FL YEP. o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o .
Drawer 1^0 - (West) GRAND FORKS, BC, Canada.
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Fee.30,1966. (This FLYER should be read AFTER.
Peport '^93. "ARMA GEDDO N“ - send 
for J"HFE Copy- if you do not receive it.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

It is rather disconcerting for an.Adventist 
to find out at this late date (Better late 
than never!) - that his “Prophetic Interpre
tations" are merely “hand-me-downs" from 
CATHOLIC TRADITION! So admitted by URIAH 
SMITH in the BIBLIOGRAPHY in the back of the 
Book - from CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIDEONS THE 
SKEPTIC! So also admitted by Leroy Edwin 
FROOM, Professor Emeritus of Prophetic In
terpretation in the SDA MINISTRY - larch - 
o-o-o-o-o-o April,I966.
HOARD B .WEEKS of the Public Delations Dept, 
quite unconcerned and unashamed - admits 
that the “BILLY SUNDAY11 tyre of "Evangelism" 
spear-headed by DANIELLS and quickly followed 
by pthers as they took the Cities by Storm - 
with Slides-Films-War-Pictures-I mages-on- 
Stage - with all-out Advertising - 
o-o-o-o-o-o ’ ' , .
“REAPED" a Harvest with “THE BATTIE CF ARMA
GEDDON" - which was to follow immediately 
upon the "certain" collapse of TURKEY - the 
“SICK MN OF THE EAST." This FEAR-TECHNIQUE 
drove people into the Safety of the "TEMPLE11 
in large numbers. But when they awoke to the 
fact that they were led astray by FALSE 
PROPHETS - and LEFT the Church in Droves - 
Weeks worries about the “Quality of Converts" 
- rather than the QUALITY OF EVANGELISTS - ! 
o-b-o-o-o-o 
The Remedy then, according to WEEKS - is not 
in correcting Doctrine - but in Stratagem. 
What METHODS to use to win more low'-quality 
“Converts." FROOM reckons that can best be 
done by "Proving" to the World that we be- 
live just like they do - "Emphasizing chiefly 
thevthings wherein we differ from all other 
religious groups -is PAST, definitely PAST, 
And that is as it should be." SDA IHNISTRY. 
o-o-o-o-o-o Inarch, 1966.
FROOM - SDA MINISTRY - April, 19.66 -

FALSE PROPHET FROOM!) Hear this: 
"Seventh-day Adventists have simply re
stored (that)...which the Catholic Church 
had abandoned...De are not innovators,but 
rather are actually the continuators,•• 
We are not discoverers of what is new,but 
recoverers of what is old and true. Ours 
is therefore not an invention,but a re
tention of what others have let slip... 
That is our relationship to Roman Catholic 
positions on Prophecy, when she had for- 

‘ saken the Teachings of her early Church...
Fathers." FROOM. SDA MINISTRY. April, 1966. 
0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
WEEKS seconds the motion - which is what 
you might expect from the PUBLIC RELATIONS 
DEPT, of the Church - not wanting to be 
"STRANGERS AND PILGRIMS ON THE EARTH." 
Hebrews 11:13. Ps.39:12. 119:19. I Pet.2: 
o-o-o-o-o-o II.

A R M A G E D D 0 N
While the rest of the World has largely 
denied, forsaken, or question the "BATTLE 
CF ARMAGEDDON" being a LITERAL BATTLE be
tween Nations - the Adventists still lead 
mTITUDES astray with this JESUIT INNO- 
o-o-o-o-o-o VATION.
Nowhere is it the Teaching of the Testi
monies. WHITE undertook to corredt URIAH 
SMITH and flung the Gauntlet down in a 
proposed Dual in the Pages of the R&H. 
JAMES WHITE proposed "6. Articles" on the 
subject of “TURKEY - THE MIDDLE EAST" - 
but only ONE appeared! The explanation 
was that the Time was not yet - give them 
enough’Rope and they would hang, themselves0 
Which they did. They stand before the 
World as FALSE PROPHETS’ "MANY will stand 
in OUR. Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE 
PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the 
Hellish Torch of SATAN’" TM 409. AA’535. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
To enhance their Version of THE BATTIE OF 
ARMAGEDDON being a BATTLE TO THE DEATH of 
Nations! - they invented the Application

TY - blown up by the Adventists and to the” 
■Adventists - who do not know, uninformed of 
th^Fact that the CATHOLICS are ENCOURAGING 
this "DIALOG" and "EYCHffNGE" in ALL Churches, 
with the calculated Risk that they will DIN 
more than they will LOSE., It would bo very 
Interesting and Enlightening to Hear what 
they had to say on the Bus on the. way Home, 
about the Antics and Gyrations of this Adventist



LONG BEEN PREPARING for this Battle - his - 
FINAL EFFORT" - it will be reached in the 
"LAST REMNANT OF TIT.®” - the UNCLEAN FROGS

• go to the Kings of the Earth. GC 561.
"AND TO THE WHOLE WORLD.. .TO UNITE WITH 
SATAN in his LAST STRUGGLE AGAINST... ‘ ■ 
(PALESTINE? TURKEY???) AGAINST THE GOVERN
MENT OF HEAVEN. "GC 624, "THE TO ITUNES' ’ 
fall for it completely! GC 625,656,

THP GREATEST SINGLE CAUSE OF TROUBLE in the 
"TIT® Om TROUBLE” will be the Labor Union 
RIOTERS. Did you know that the Labor Unions 
donated MILLIONS of Dollars to the NCC - 
to assist the NEGRO REVOLUTION - ? Did you 
know that the NEGROSDA “MESSAGE” Publica
tion is solidly behind all the LEADERS of 
the BLACK-POWER REVOLUTION - ? So that even 
Today people are not safe to go out dn the 
Street either'by day or by night. Threaten
ing to Fire ”40 Cities" in the USA. Just 
heard on the Radio - a man rushed to visit 
his Brother in the Hospital - Teeth kicked 
out, nose broken, leg and arm broken, 
beaten to a pulp by Negro "Youths.” Who is 
agitating them on - YOUP CHURCH - ? Before 
you say, No. - Are they AFFILIATED with 
the NCC - sit on their Boards - ? Why not
O-O-O-O-O-O
It is the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 
that is the formation of the GREAT BABYLON, 
Sr. White said so in T5:7l2,(The "NATIONAL 
REFORM MOVF?ENT" is now called the NCC as 
any informed person knows.)"IF THE LEADING 
f®N IN OUR CONFERENCES" -do not know this, 
they do not know ANYTHING about the "Third 
Angel’s Message" - "He virtually denies 
the Message sent from God... and the people 
do not prepare for the BATTLE." T5:7I5-6. 

THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE BATTLE’ 
THIS IS THE SEALING TH®.’ T5:7I7. 
THIS IS THF "LAST GREAT STRUGGLE” • - 

and the ones who come out Vi jtorious are 
NOT Laodiceans - but PHILADELPHIANS J ’For 
they have the "Father’s"name written in 
their Foreheads." The 144,000. T5:752-3. 
These are called "HIS PEOPLE." T5:754. 
SFE THEM in “I< FIRST VISION.." W I5,’3O. ’ 
SEE THEM in "Word to LITTLE FLOCK" 14,15".' • 
SEE THEM in AA 588 .TM Z46. 15:475,752,296. 
SEF THEM called "REMNANT CHURCH"-AA 590-1. 
SEE THEM go from LAODICEA to- 'PHILADELPHIA J 
KU 516. AI:567.(Twice!)(A3:ZZ. A4:I92,565.) SEE THEM kept in the "HOUR. CF TEMPTATION.” 
A2J.2S9,291,298,385,387. GC 560,619.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 
This "HOUR. OF TEMPTATION" is the BATTLE.’ 

in tear- There is no other! The "SPIRITS CF DEVILS" 
ing down Sr. White’s Red Clover Blossom Treat-will work "ITRACLES" GC 56O. SATAN has 
ment for Cancer, as practiced by IICFSEY - he 
tore him down through the pages of the R&H. 
Are you Awake - Adventist? REPRINTS were 
made by the Million - by the ARA 1 FDA. Be 
sure to send your Tithe in there so that 
more of "God’s work" can be done with your 
Money. Your heart is where your Treasure is. 
If it wasn’t there - you would see to it 
that your money wouldn’t be there - J

2- ('<194.) TEN DIVISIONS - ?
Will there be Ten Divisions of the Nations 
locked in a Death Struggle with the "Eastern 
Powers" near "Palestine" when Christ comes? 
In the 6th.- 7th. Plagues? If so - we have 
failed to-find it in the Testimonies, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
We find the "LAST BATTLE” and "THE BATTLE IN 
THE DAY OF THE LORD” - which BEGINS with the 
"Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans" - the 
Context clearly revealing that those who are 
"Indifferent" or "Careless" to it - the 
Angels "leave them." This is the SEALING. 
EW 270-1. Then those NOT SEALED - are given 
over FULLY to the Devil - start a Great" 
Religious "REVIVAL" as shown in GC 4'64-471. 
The Doctrines rife and popular in BABYLON, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
We made the statement in Report '193 on pages -find out - or would you rather not know? 
15,32- that there are only two Groups - 
the IZ4,OOO and Babylon (Antichrist.) Now 
we have the Proof: 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"In the issue of the Great Conflict, there 
will be only IWO CLASSES in the World,.. 
those who: worship the Beast and his Image, 
and receive his Mark...yet the’ people of God 
will not receive it. The Prophet of Patmos 
beheld them”that had gotten the Victory over 
the Beast, and over his Image, and over his 
Mark, and over the number of. his Name," STAND 
ON THE SEA.CF GLASS, having the Harps of God" 
and singing the song of Moses and the Lamb.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o The 144,000 - ’ A5:6I.
“Here are plainly represented TWO DISTINCT 
PARTIES, formed from a Company that was ONCE 
UNITED." R&H. July 18,1907. A5:34I.
O-O-O-O-O-O
TJiose who were in the Greatest Light - go 
into the Greatest Darkness. "Those who have 
been regarded as Worthy and Righteous nrove 
to be RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY... “And at that 
Time shall Michael stand up..." T5:2l2.
O-O-O-O-O-O
PINGLEADERS: "A body of persons engaged in 
violation of Law, as RIOTERS." This is what 
the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF. CHURCHES LS' 
SPONSORING! Adventists sit on their Boards. 
NICHOLS of .the R&H was a RINGLEADER..


